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Southern Traveler Editorial Calendar

January/February July/August

March/April

May/June

September/October

November/December

Mississippi Autumn along the Natchez Trace.
Arkansas To be decided
Louisiana To be decided
Tank Trip: Stuttgart, Ark., a duck-calling experience
Exotic foreign travel To be decided

Louisiana Mardi Gras Magic. What’s a nice girl from Indiana doing on a float in  
 New Orleans? Having the time of her life! 
Louisiana Battle of New Orleans Bicentennial
Arkansas Little Rock is a city for foodies.
Florida Orlando (Disney, Universal news)
Tank Trip: Oxford, Miss.  

Fiesta! San Antonio welcomes spring with its biggest party. Sidebar Texas Hill  
 Country towns.
4 Diamonds Shine Profile a restaurant & hotel in our area. Sidebar on all 
 other winners.
Hawaii
Mississippi Natchez and the annual spring pilgrimage tours.
Branson Close to the fun in Branson and Springfield. Accessible performers, minor  
 league baseball and new Wonders of Wildlife hands-on fun. 
Tank Trip: Oklahoma City, Okla. Twenty years since the Murrow 
 Building bombing. 

Arkansas Road-trip tested diners around central part of the state. 
Mississippi Memorial Day has its roots in Columbus with a group of ladies who  
 wanted to remember Confederate and Union soldiers who made the  
 ultimate sacrifice. 
Texas Galveston and coastal family fun.
Europe  
Tank Trip: Lake Charles, La.

Best of the South poll results
Ten Years After Katrina A look at how NOLA and the Gulf have bounced back. Must-see  
 attractions, hotels, restaurants.  
Europe Viking River Cruise (Paris to Prague).
Alabama Mobile, Ala., is a Gulf Coast jewel with new attractions and plenty of 
 outdoor recreation. 
Tank Trip: Memphis, Tenn. 

Regional holiday story Regional trail of lights in Arkansas, Louisiana, and more
Caribbean  
Louisiana Newly expanded Food & Beverage Museum in NOLA offers tips for your   
 holiday tables.
Texas Cultural getaway in Orange (Piney Woods area). 
Tank Trip: Mississippi city to be decided

IN EVERY ISSUE
Web Bonus Travel Articles
 U.S. and foreign destinations are highlighted for out readers who seek to reach  
 beyond regional travel. Cruising, Europe, Mexico, and Tahiti will be featured.  
Worth the Drive
 This web-exclusive editorial department focuses on a Southern destination that may  
 not be “around the corner,” but worth visiting. Destinations have included Memphis,  
 Hot Springs, Tupelo and Sanibel. 
Car Reviews
 We know our members want to know about cars, including what’s coming out or on  
 the horizon. Contributor and former editor for AAA Carolinas, Tom Crosby, gives a  
 review of  new  vehicles in each online edition. 
Regional Calendar of Events
 When readers want to know what’s happening in and around the South, they 
 can visit our online calendar. Whether an event is in their neighborhood or a   
 neighboring  state, the fun is listed here.  
Interactive Action
 Polls, slideshows, or downloads like regional recipes are here for readers to enjoy.  
Editorial Departments
 Did you misplace your current issue of AAA Southern Traveler? No problem. Long-  
 standing print editorial departments, as well as travel treasures, also are online.
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